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Correspondence

To the Editor
The Computer Journal

Sir,
I must take issue with Mr. Finn {The Computer Journal, Vol. 15, No.
1, p. 12, 1972) over his suggested extension to the DO loop in
FORTRAN IV. One of the few redeeming features of the language
is that it can deal with DO loop controlled variables in a reasonably
efficient way, while the example he quotes of a complicated ALGOL
60 for statement shows how unpleasantly messy that construction
can become. It also shows one of its major weaknesses; to give a
simple example, assuming i is not modified inside the controlled
statement, how many times will the controlled statement in the
following be executed:

for i := 1 step 1 until 10, / + 1 while i < 20 do . . . ?
Does / + 1 mean 'add one to the last value of / for which the con-
trolled statement is executed' (in which case the answer is 20) or
'add one to the last value of / tested' (in which case the answer is 19,
the case / = 11 being omitted) ?
It is significant that ALGOL 68 is much more restrictive than

ALGOL 60 over the matter of for loops. If FORTRAN is to be
improved (other than by the most effective means, i.e. total annihil-

ation), an ALGOL 68 kind of extension would be preferable than
one based on ALGOL 60, for example

DO i = m TO n BY k WHILE /
where i stands for any INTEGER variable m, n and k for any
arithmetic expressions delivering an INTEGER value, and / for any
LOGICAL (Boolean) expression. If / is the logical constant .TRUE.
the 'WHILE /' may be omitted; if A: is the integer constant 1 'BY k'
may be omitted; and (in order to preserve the 'upward compatibility'
so beloved of Fortranites and which has frustrated so many improve-
ments in the past) 'TO' and 'BY' may be replaced by commas.
I agree with Mr. Finn that k should be allowed to deliver a negative

increment; but allowing REAL controlled variables, which his
suggestion of REAL increments also presumably implies, would do
no more than encourage bad programming practice among a group
of programmers already too exposed to bad influences.

Yours faithfully,
B. L. MEEK

Computer Unit
Queen Elizabeth College
Campden Hill Road
London W8
20 March 1972
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